Abstract -This paper discusses a framework to assist test managers to evaluate the use of AI techniques as a potential tool in software testing. Fuzzy Cognitive Maps (FCMs) are employed to evaluate the framework and make decision analysis easier. A what-if analysis is presented that explores the general application of the framework. Simulations are performed to show the effectiveness of the proposed method. The framework proposed is innovative and it assists managers in making efficient decisions.
Introduction
Software is a key element of systems and devices that support many of the activities that are an accepted part of our modern lifestyle. There is a consequent reliance on the correct behaviour of software, and an expectation that the software will not fail. However, software is an increasingly complex product that requires more and more testing a labour intensive and error prone activity [1] . The consequences of software failure range from the trivial (such as the need to restart a computer program), through the very inconvenient (such as the malfunction of traffic signals), to the catastrophic, where life and property may be affected. To minimise software failure, and its various impacts, high quality software must be created. Testing is a major quality assurance technique to evaluate the quality of software throughout the development cycle [1, 2] .
Software Testing and Artificial Intelligence

Research on Software Testing using Artificial Intelligence
The application of AI techniques to testing software has moved beyond the speculative for many techniques, and now receives widespread attention from the research community. AI techniques have been used to explore different characteristics of a range of software, such as system software, real time software, embedded software, distributed software, and GUI software. The diverse investigations cover many areas. Various test approaches, at different test levels (such as unit, integration and system testing), have been used; for example, white box or structural testing, black box or functional testing, grey box testing, GUI testing and nonfunctional testing. Different programming paradigms have been examined, including procedural programs, object-oriented programs and aspect oriented programs. Distinct test aspects have been investigated, such as test data generation and test oracle generation [3, 4, 5, 6] . Software programs have been transformed to facilitate the application of AI techniques. AI techniques have been optimised, modified, hybridized with other AI techniques, and adapted.
Limitations using Artificial Intelligence in Software Testing
Although AI techniques are grounded in theory, these theoretical foundations have rarely been developed to address software testing problems. Investigations about the theoretical basis for using AI techniques to test software are limited. Consequently, AI techniques for testing software lack a firm scientific basis. A recent paper analysed the theories underpinning genetic algorithms, developed these theories for structural test data generation, and empirically validated the predictions of the theories against real world programs [3] . The reason for using an AI technique is commonly analytical. When cited, the reason for using an AI technique is usually because of the similarities between the characteristics of the AI technique, and those characteristics of the software testing problems.
Much of the empirical evidence for the use of AI techniques to test software stems from artificial laboratory programs, which are small and simple programs: real world programs are often not considered for validation. Real world programs are not merely scaled up versions of laboratory programs; but present complex test problems, which frequently require an intensive manual test effort to solve. Many researchers have voiced concern about the need to validate AI techniques against real world programs, rather than against simple laboratory programs [3, 5, 6, 7] . The limitations of laboratory programs have been observed, and it has been noted that toy (simple) programs fail to reveal the limitations of some test data generation techniques [6] .
Framework Software Testing Evaluating AI Techniques
A framework is at a high level generalised perspective of a domain of interest. It is a way to provide an initial understanding of some directed environment and its concepts or constructs. The framework described in this paper is a decision support framework, and was developed for use at an organisational environment level. It is aimed at test managers, or their equivalents -those people who, amongst other things, construct test plans, which encompass or are underpinned by test strategies.
Test managers are decision makers. The purpose of developing this framework is to support one aspect of that essential activity. Decision making is an increasingly complex activity with considerable potential for error. Decision makers need to have at their disposal tools to help reduce the risks inherent in their decisions. The complexity of the real world dictates the requirement to have tools that can be used to help lower the decision risk by selecting and analysing amongst multiple alternatives. Test managers need to have a way to help them decide which test technique will be the most beneficial. The selected technique must be consistent with the test strategy or with the test approach used to evaluate the software artefact, and must help reduce the risk of software defects, especially the critical ones, not being found before the software is released to users, customers, clients, or the public at large.
The components of the AI techniques decision support testing framework are Test Management, Test Information, Test Environment, and Technical Support The framework objective is the possible application of AI Techniques to the particular software to be tested. All the components relate to the objective.
Fuzzy Cognitive Maps -Application to the Framework
Fuzzy Cognitive Maps
Fuzzy Cognitive Maps (FCMs) [9, 10] are graph structures that provide a method to capture and represent complex relationships within an environment (which defines a boundary), to improve understanding of that environment. FCMs have been used to model problems with no data [8, 9, 10] . A FCM can be used for what-if analysis, where several alternative scenarios to a given situation are considered [9, 10] . Concept nodes represent the environment behaviour within a FCM. The concepts are connected using arcs (arrows or edges) showing the relations between concepts. The framework's arcs are the influences between the concepts. The development of the FCM is based on the utilisation of domain experts' knowledge, forming a framework within that environment. Expert knowledge is used to identify concepts and the degree of influence between the concepts.
Use of a FCM to analyse the framework can only demonstrate general application of the framework. In contrast, validation of the framework involves specific, concrete applications of the framework. Concrete applications of the framework require case studies of different organisations in an industry environment. Validation of the framework is outside the scope of this paper.
FCM Construction
The FCM was constructed as follows. The events and the relationships defined by the proposed framework were used to build the graph structure of the FCM. Thus the FCM concepts are Test Management (C2) Test Information (C3), Test Environment (C4), Technical Support (C5) and the Application of AI Techniques to Software Testing (C1). Relationship weight values were assigned arbitrarily according to the authors' judgement, underpinned by industry experience in software testing of one of the authors. The FCM of the software testing framework is shown in Figure 1 . 
Static Analysis
If we consider the average effect of the influences from C2 + C3 + C4 (Figure 1 ) on C1 occurring, there is an estimated up to 75% chance that the software can be tested using an AI technique. Thus there is a 25% chance that some external influence will have an adverse, or even an advantageous effect, on the possibility of using an AI technique to test that particular software. Remember the 75% is based on the current knowledge of the domain expert. From C2 to C1 shows 0.75. This says that at most (upper boundary) if all the elements that make up Test Management of the software to be tested are positive, then at most there is a 75% chance that AI Techniques will be selected for testing the software.
From C3 to C1 shows 0.80. However, C2 influences C3 by 0.70 and C4 influences C3 by 0.40. If left by itself C3's upper boundary is 80%, but this could be diminished or enhanced by the 70% influence from C2 and the 40% influence from C4.
From C4 to C1 shows 0.70. C4 has two influences on its upper boundary of 0.70: C3 and C5. In this situation C4's upper boundary of 70% is dependent on C3's 70% and C5's 65%. Therefore the influences from the concepts C3 and C5 can potentially provide C4 with constraints that could either adversely or enhance the affect of C4 reaching its upper boundary.
The preceding static analysis shows that a decision maker, in this context, works in a very complex environment. Thus any assistance to reduce the complexity of the environment, or make that complex environment more understandable or easier to interpret, would be a plus for the decision maker. The decision maker needs a way to comprehend the consequences of the interacting concepts of the framework. They also need to be provided guidance for a better understanding of the elements within their decision, and for a better understanding of the consequences of the environment they are working with. The FCM inference mechanism is a technique that can be used to analyse the interacting knowledge captured by the framework.
What-If Analysis using the FCM Inference Mechanism
The dynamic dimension of a FCM is suitable for what-if analysis; where alternative scenarios (which involve what-if questions) are considered for a given situation. The solutions to the scenarios are obtained by using the FCM inference mechanism.
The FCM inference mechanism involves standard matrix multiplication. An initial state vector S 0 (a 1×n matrix) is multiplied by the FCM influence matrix, generating a new state vector S 1 as the next step. This process is repeated until the dynamical system reaches equilibrium. The influence matrix is an n x n matrix and each of its elements represents the influence values between the concept nodes. (1) or off (0). An approximate binary threshold was adopted and the threshold value used was 0.5 [10] . The node to be tested is set to 1 in the input vector and in all the result vectors because it is a sustained input.
To develop a what-if analysis, scenarios are defined and the following process will be followed: 1) Create a connection or edge matrix E, which lists the values of the causal links between the nodes; 2) Define the scenario -select a node to test its effect or influence on the potential decision; 3) Create the initial state vector S 0 . Set the node to be tested to1 (on) and set all other nodes to 0 (off). This ensures independent analysis of the test node. The node to be tested is modelled as a sustained input, so the test node is set to1 in all the result vectors; 4) Multiply S 0 by E to obtain the result vector S 1; 5) Repeat step 4 with each result vector (S n * E) until equilibrium is reached -when a vector is repeated, ie the current iteration S n+1 = S n ; 6) Take the previous result vector S n for the analysis; and 7) Repeat steps 2 to 6 for each scenario. The influences among the concepts in Figure 1 can be displayed using the following influence or edge matrix E. The framework is flexible and the test manager can modify the concepts and relationships of the framework to match their organisational circumstances, and the characteristics of the software being tested. As indicated the influence weights are test manager dependent and may not represent specific organisational settings.
The FCM converges to a fixed point for each scenario -single vectors are the result when equilibrium is reached. All the equilibrium vectors are not null, so definite answers can be obtained for each scenario. The decision maker needs to be aware that effort into C4 can provide a more positive use of AI Techniques in testing of software. C3 and C5 have approximately the same degree of influence on the potential decision to use or not to use an AI technique on the software being tested. The influence of the Test Management node (C2) on the AI techniques decision is more difficult to determine, because its effect on the framework objective is both direct and indirect.
The information provided from what-if analysis of the framework can be used for decision analysis to support improved decision making by test managers. This approach provides a valuable tool for test managers to evaluate different scenarios for individual concepts, or combinations of concepts in the framework, and apply that evaluation in their organisation.
Temporal Analysis
FCM has introduced quantitative relationships between concepts to describe the strength of influence between elements. Miao in 2000 has shown that fuzzy cognitive maps generally do not provide a temporal mechanism to represent both the strength of influence and the temporal degree of the effect on the overall objective [11] . The FCM within this framework includes a temporal degree as illustrated in Figure 1 . The days are computed by the test manager based on their best estimates of the software to be tested and historical data. The temporal aspect conforms to critical path analysis for the FCM. Combined with strength of influence this provides a solid basis for compressing a software testing life cycle.
Conclusion and Future Work
A limitation of the AI testing framework is a potential inability to capture all the important concepts from the software testing domain. Therefore the proposed testing framework may be subject to external influences from concepts overlooked in the software testing domain.
Future work involves: 1) Applying increased granular of the AI testing framework, and analysing any differences in the results between representations of the framework; 2) Using an FCM inference method that is able to map or transform concept values of state vectors to any value of the fuzzy interval [0,1], and comparing the results with the less discriminating FCM inference method illustrated in this paper; 3) Extended temporal to include degree of dependency states; and 4) Constructing a set of questions to help test managers more easily determine the weight values for the relationships between the concepts in the AI testing framework.
